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INTRODUCTION
Water which accumulates underground in the copper
mines of Butte, Montana (figure 1) is pumped to the sur
face, distributed to copper precipitation tanks and then
emptied into Silver Bow Creek.

Water used in the smelt

ing and refining processes of various ores at the smelter
in Anaconda, Montana, is released into Warm Springs Creek.
These two creeks. Silver Bow and Warm Springs, which at
their origin are clear mountain waters, join to form the
Clark Fork of the Columbia River approximately fifteen
miles from Butte and ten miles from Anaconda.

Silver Bow

Creek receives its water from melting snow and springs in
the area just north of Butte,

Warm Springs Creek origi

nates in Silver Lake north of Anaconda.
It is apparent that the large volume of water
which is used in a copper precipitation process must
carry certain minerals as a result of the exchange of
copper for iron ions.

Water which is used in the pulver

izing, flotation, and electrolysis processes and in other
ones in the smelting and refining of ores contain metallic
ions and waste acids.
A complete study of the effects of the wastes
emptied into the above drainage system by the mining
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industry and the cities situated on it, on the chemistry
of the water, would have to take into account the effects
of sewage which is released into the waters untreated by
the cities of Butte and Anaconda and all other towns
on this drainage.
complex.

(37)

This would have made the problem too

The study was, therefore, restricted to the effects

caused by the mine and smelter wastes and the sewage from
Butte and Anaconda,

Thus, the major portion of this survey

was conducted above the town of Deer Lodge

(figure 1), the

first major town dovmstream from Anaconda.

The study was

carried on from June 24, 1954, until December 5, 1954, at
which time weather conditions prevented further work.
Various studies

(19, 21, 39) have shovn that

certain species of algae are useful indicator organisms
because of their specific response to the chemistry of their
environment.

Therefore, a study of the periodicity and

relative abundance of the algal flora of these waters would
be indicative of the amount and kind of pollution present
throughout a period of time.
GEOLOGY OF AREA
Shoup (3) has shown that the geology of an area
influences the chemistry of the waters of that area parti
cularly when the mother rock consists of soluble compounds.
This effect should be strongest in the lower reaches of a
drainage system because the accrued buffering action of

-3the dissolved

compounds from the mother rock would tend

to neutralize

the effects of the pollution on the chemistry

of the waters.
Missoula and Pov/ell Counties

(figure 1), the two

farthest dovmstream in this survey, are described by Clapp
(4) as composed of the Algonkian Belt Series of Proterosoic
Era.

Originally the rocks were clays, sands and marls

but they have

been metaraorphosed into argillites,

and impure sideritic marbles

quartzites,

and limestones which are at

least 50,000 feet in thickness in the vicinity of Missoula.
The Madison limestone, of Mississippian age,
2,000 to 2 , 5 0 0 feet in thickness, which is the
most conspicuous formation in the group, has
been eroded into steep cliffs and canyon walls
that characterize many of the mountain groups
50 miles or more to the east of Missoula.
Besides the above mentioned there are found, in
the Missoula group, sandstones and impure carbonate beds
and, in some places, a few beds of limestone
ing to Goldring

(5).

Accord

(11) the Algonkian algal formations of

the Precambian deposits in the Cordillera could be
assigned to the activity of blue-green algae.

They formed

in Montana reefs and banlcs several thousand feet thick.
Goldring states "The Limestones of the Newland formation
(an Algonkian member) have more or less magnesian content,
but many of the layers are pure limestone especially
those containing the reefs or banks of algae."
It is of interest to note that the algae in the

”4“
past had no little part to play in the foroiation of
sediments later to be raised into the mountains of the
region by the granitic batholith.
The volcanic rocks of 'Jestern Montana are chiefly
post-batholithic

(22).

There are, however, large areas

of pre-batholitic basic volcanics now metamorphosed into
neta-andesites.

Fine volcanic debris was scattered over

most of the valleys of the southern part of western
Montana during the eruptions in the early Tertiary.

In

the vicinity of Garrison and in many parts of the Deer
Lodge Valley there is evidence of this activity in the
common occurence of andésite, of andésite, dacite,
rhyolite and basalt.

Pardee

(22) states:.

"Big Butte,

from which the city of Butte is named, appears to have
been a center of explosive eruption."
About fifteen miles upstream from the station es
tablished at Bonner there begins the trough of a narrow
syncline (4) of Paleozoic and Metazoic rocks that have
been complexly and closely folded.

This extends in an

eastward direction for thirty-one miles past the site of
the Garrison station.

The Drummond station is nearly

in its center.
The elevation of the area studied decreases from
5 , 7 6 7 feet at Butte,

approximately five miles west of

the Continental Divide, to 5,200 at Anaconda, 4,531 at
Deer Lodge and 3,210 at Missoula.

PROCEDURES
A reconnaissance of the area was made on June 24,
1954, with Prof, G. V7. Prescott of Michigan State Universi
ty, to select collecting stations.

There are three mountain

lakes which lie sixteen miles northwest of Anaconda in
this drainage.

Echo Lake is the highest of these.

Echo

Lake Creek, one of its outlets, flows into Georgetown
Lake.

Georgetwon Lalce has two unnamed outlets.

One of

these flows into Flint Creek which joins the Clark Fork
at Drummond.

The other flows into Silver Lake. The first

two lakes are natural lakes, while the last is an arti
ficial reservoir created to supply water for the smelter
of the Anaconda company, east of Anaconda, and the city
of Anaconda.

The water from Silver Lake not used by the

smelter or by Anaconda including waste from both eventually
flows into V/arm Springs Creek which empties into the Clark
Fork of the Columbia River at the tovn of ’./arm Springs.
Collecting stations, numbers 1, 2, and 3 re
spectively, were established on each of the above lakes
in order to determine the chemistry of the source waters
of Warm Springs Creek and the periodicity and abundance
of the algae present in these waters.

-5-

This information
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was needed to make it possible to ascertain the effects
of the mineral and sewage wastes from the smelter and the
city of Anaconda on the water chemistry and the algal flora
at the stations dovm stream.

It also was used to determine

the tolerance of certain species of algae, found upstream
and dovmstream, to different concentrations of chemicals
and sev/age.
Between Silver Lake and Anaconda several small
mountain streams flow into Warm Springs Creek,

Water

carrying the v/astes from the ore processed at the Anaconda
Smelter enters this stream about seven miles belov/ Anaconda
near its junction v/ith Silver Bow Creek.

A collecting

station (number 6) was set up on this creek at the tovm
of Warm Springs a short distance upstream from v;here '.7arm
Springs and Silver Bow creeks meet.

Stations were also

established approximately one-half mile upstream from each
of the following towns:

Deer Lodge

(number 7), Garrison

(number 8), Drummond (number 9), Bonner (number 10), and
Missoula

(number 11).

Another (number 12) was located aô

a point about a mile downstream from the city of Missoula.
These stations were located along the upper 125 miles of
the Clark Fork of the Columbia River drainage in Western
Montana.

Their relative locations are shovm in figure 1.
A knowledge of the physical and chemical properties

of Silver Bow and Warm Springs creeks before pollution by

-7raine and smelter wastes was needed.

Therefore, a collect

ing station (number 13) was set up on Silver Bow Creek
above the copper precipitation tanks which lie north of
Butte.

Another (number 4) was set up five miles above

the point of entrance of smelter wastes into './arm Springs
Creek.
At each of the stations samples of planlcton were
taken ifith a number twenty plankton net.

These were

transferred immediately to a vial and preserved in
Transeau*s solution.
Using the standard methods as given in Theroux,
Eldridge and Mailman (36) field estimates were made of
the concentrations of dissolved carbon dioxide and alkali
nity.

The total alkalinity and normal carbonates were

calculated from these

(40).

The results obtained from the determinations of
phenophthalein and MO alkalinity offer a means

(35) for

the stoichiometric classification of the three principal
forms of alkalinity present in water supplies.

The classi

fication ascribes the entire alkalinity to bicarbonates,
carbonates and hydroxides and assumes the absence of other
weak acids of organic or inorganic composition.

This

classification system further presupposes the incompatibi
lity of hydroxide and bicarbonate alkalinities in the same
sample.

Since the calculations are on a stoichiometric

basis, ion concentration,

in the strictest sense, is not

— S~

represented in the results.
LaMotte liquid indicator standards were used-for
pH determination.
were recorded.

The temperatures of the air and water

Water samples from each station were taken

to the laboratory at the Montana State University Bio
logical Station, Flathead Lake, Montana, and determinations
were made of the amount of elemental nitrogen present in
the form of ammonia, nitrates, and nitrites and of the
amount of phosphate and iron.

As a partial check of the

accuracy of the field determinations of pH the reserve pH
was determined for each sample.
Reserve pH is a pH determination made after the
sample is aerated.

The aeration of a sample may or may

not result in the reserve pH being of a different value
from that determined in the field.

If the water of the

field sample does not include dissolved acid forming
compounds which would be released by aeration then the
reserve pH determination and that made in the field will
be of the same value ;

if substances, such as carbon dioxide,

are released by aeration, the reserve pH will be higher than
the initial one.

The value of this measurement, among

other things, lies in the possibility of verifying the
presence of free carbon dioxide

(41)»

The algae present in the plankton samples were
determined in the following manner;
was made of each sample;

one microscope slide

then additional ones were made,

up to a total of three, until no additional species were

-9Tound.

Because it is generally assumed that different

species of the same genus are able to tolerate different
temperature, light intensities and concentrations of
chemicals, determinations were made to the specific level
whenever the condition of the specimen made it possible.
Diatoms were identified only when they were among the
most abundant species in the sample.

The importance of

the species in ecological studies is pointed out by
Prescott

(2 4 ), who states :

It cannot be overemphasized that to discuss
the effects of environmental factors in this
or that genus, leads only to meaningless
generalities.
It is necessary to recognize
that ecological and limnological studies of
phytoplanlcton should be based on species
adaptation only. I-iuch of our literature
is not as helpful as it might be on account
of the failure to reduce phytoplankton
ecology to a study of species.

RESULTS

Station J..

Echo Lake.

Echo Lake, situated

twenty-two miles northwest of Anaconda and fifteen miles
north of the Continental Divide in Granite County, kontana,
is approximately three-fourths of a mile in maici.ium length
and less than a half mile in ma::imum w i d ch.

It has two

unnamed outlets, one flowing inico Georgetown Lake and the
other into Flint Creek.

In September it was found chat

the water from the lake was flo'./ing only into Flint Creek,
which in turn empties into the Clark Fork of the Columbia
River at Druininond.

The water of this lake was sa-mpled

and analyzed in June, July, and August of 1954, and not
thereafter because it no longer entered the ..'ar.,i Spring
Creek drainage.
Because during the months of June, July and August
a considerable amount of water flowed from Echo Lake into.
Georgetown Lake results of the analysis of the lake is
included

(table 1).
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TA3LZ 1
S TATI on 1, AC HO LAHH.
AIH AHD H'ATHR T Z IHHH.VTUAA ; TOTAL
CARBCHATL AHD BICAR30HATB ALHALDIITY /T:0 HTDAOGLH
IOH, FRBL CO TTID DI330L7LD 0 COHCLHTLATIOH3
2
2

Date

Temp. 0°C
Air Later

Alkalinity
Total Bicarb Garb

pH

302
pTj.il

June 24

24

17

16

16

0

0.0

2

July 20

25

19

62

54

Ô

0.2

JL

August 9

24

20

70

70

0

0.3

C

Average

24

10

49

60

0.1

1

Maximum

25

20

70

70

0^3

2

Minimum

24

17

16

16

Ô.0

0

02
pp.T.

7.0

The average of the air temperatures was 24°C,
the maximum 25° and the minimum 24.3°.

The average of

the water temperatures recorded was 1S*^C, the mascimum
20° and the minimum 17°.
a range from Ô to Ô.3.

The average pH i;as o.l, with
The pH increased from June to

August while the concentration of free carbon dioxide
decreased from 2 ppm to zero ppm for the same period.
In June the phenolphthalein

(hereafter referred to as

-12phth) alkalinity was 1.6 ppm.

It increased to 6,2 ppm

in July and decreased to zero in August.

The total

alkalinity followed a similar pattern with a recording
of 16 ppm in June, 62 in July and 70 in August.

The con

centration of bicarbonates increased from 16 ppm to 70
ppm in this period.

At the time the chemical determinations

were made, oxygen was found to be approximately at satu
ration, nitrates at a concentration of 0 . 0 5 ppm, nitrites
0.001 ppm, phosphates at 0.04 ppm and ammonia lacking.
Twenty species of algae were identified in the
Echo Lake samples (table 2).

The most abundant were

Ceratium hirundinella and Pediastrum Kawraiskyi.

The

number of species present decreased from fourteen in
June, to eleven in July and five in August.

It seems

worthwhile to mention that this decrease in number of
species corresponds to the decrease in the concentration
of free carbon dioxide which was accompanied by an in
crease in water temperature, pH, and concentration of
bicarbonates.

"
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TABLE 2
STATI ON 1, ECHO LAKE.

PERIODICITY AHD ABUIIDAHCE OF ALGA:

Species

Aphanothece prasima
Asterionella gracilliraa
Bulbochaete sp.
Ceratium hirundinella
Chlorella sp.
Chroococcus turgidus
Chara sp.
Cosraarium sp.
Dinobryan divergins
Lingbya bergei
Oedogonium sp.
Pediastrum araneosura
Pediastrum boryanum
Pediastrum glanduliferum
Pediastrum kawraiskyi
Pediastrum muticum
Pediastrum sturmii
RhizocIonium sp.
Spirogyra sp.
Zygneraa sp.

June

Date
July

24

20

A

C
A

C

A
C

August
o
y

C
A

C

c

C

p

c
c

A
C

A

c

p
p
p
p
p
p

c
c

A

A

c
C

A indicates abundant, i.e., a considerable number of
individuals found in every mount.
C indicates common,
i.e., found in every mount.
P indicates present,
i.e., species occured at least in one mount.

-

Station 2,
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C-eorF.etovm Lake.

This lake lying

approximately sixteen miles northwest of Anaconda, and
ten miles north of the Continental Divide,

is approxi

mately five miles in maximum length and three miles in
maximum width.

The greater portion of the lal:e is in

Granite County but the east shore, at the point where
samples were taken, is in Deer Lodge County.

Samples

were taken and water analyses were made twice a month
from June through November (table 3)*

In December

weather conditions prevented further accurate sampling,
so the station was discontinued.
The average of the air temperatures recorded
during the seven month period was 1?.4°C;

their range

was from 2 6 ^ to -3°, while the average of the water temper
atures recorded for the same period was 14°C.
was from 21^ to 6^.

The range

As the temperature decreased so also

did the pH from a high of 8.9 (the highest for the entire
survey), on August 9, to a low of 5*5 on November 14.
The average of the pH recordings v/as 7.4.

A trace of free

carbon dioxide was detected on June 21+ and July 20 but in
the following months no free carbon dioxide was ascertain
able.

The high phth alkalinity was 10 on July 20.

A small

amount was detected on June 24 and August 9 and none there
after.

The total alkalinity and the concentration of

bicarbonates decreased from August to November.

The maxi

mum total alkalinity, 96 ppm, was found on August 9 and

-15TABLE 3
ST ATI ON 2, GEORGETO'.AI LAKE.
AIR AND WATER TENPERrVTNRE;
TOTAL, CARBONATE, AND B I C A R B O N A T E ^iLKALINITY; AND
HYDROGEN ION, F R E E CQ^ AND DISSOLVED Op
CO NCE NTR ATI ONS

Date

Temp. °C
Air Water

Total

Alkalini ,ty
carb
Bicarb

pH

CO 2
ppm

O2
ppm

June 24

24

16

22

18

4

8.4

T

July 20

25

18

88

64

24

8.6

T

13.6

Aug. 9

26

21

96

56

40

8.9

0

9.0

Aug. 24

21

15

80

80

0

8.0

0

8.5

Sept. 10

25

17

75

75

0

7.8

0

Sept. 25

25

15

60

60

0

7.2

0

Oct. 9

16

14

50

50

0

7.2

0

Oct. 30

7

6

25

25

0

6.5

0

Nov. 14

S

6

15

15

0

5.5

0

Dec. 5

-3

Average

17.4 14

56

49

7.4

Maximum

26

21

96

80

8.9

T

Minimum

-3

6

15

15

5 .5

0

~l6“
the maxinruun bicarbonate, ôO ppm, on August 24.

The

average concentration of dissolved oxygen for the days
it v/as deter.nined was 10.2 ppm, the maximum 13.6 and the
minimum 6.5.

Concentration of nitrates v/as 0.05 ppm,

that of nitrites 0.001 ppm, that of ammonia 0.02 ppm and
that of phosphates zero on July 20.

Thereafter nitrates,

nitrites, ammonia and phosphates were not determined as
they were considered negligible.

The temperature of the

air and water, the pH, both phth and total alkalinimy,
concentration of bicarbonates and oxygen, and dissolved
carbon dioxide decreased from June to November.

The only

notable increase in the concentration of normal carbonates
v/as from 4 ppm on June 24 to 40 ppm on August 9.

After

August the only carbonates found were in the form of
bicarbonates.

The results of the chemical analyses of this

lake are comparable to those of Echo Lake

(table 1) for

the same period.
Twenty-nine species of algae

(table 4) v/ere identi

fied in the samples from Georgetov/n Lake.

The dominant

species were Ceratium hirundinella and Gloeotrichia
echinulata.

The decrease in the number of species from

June to September was accom panied by a decrease in
temperature, pH, phth and total alkalinity, concentrations
of carbonates and dissolved oxygen.

Dates of collections

and number of species were as follows:
species;

July 20, fourteen;

June 24, eighteen

August 9 and 24 and

-17TABLE 4
STATIOII 2, GEORGETO*.A! LAKE:
PERIODICITY AÎID A3UÎIDAITCE
OF ALGAE

Species

Anabena sp.
Anabaena flos-aqua
Anabaena spiroides
Asterionella gracillima
Ceratium hirundinella
Chlorella sp.
Cladophora glomerata
Closterium sp.
Cosmarium sp.
Dinobryon divergins
Gloeotrichia echinulata
Lyngbya bergei
I-Iougeotia sp.
Nephrocytiura sp.
Oedogonium sp.
Oscillatoria sp.
Pediastrum araneosum
Pediastrum boryanum
RhizocIonium hieroglyphicum
Sphaerocystis schroeteri
Spirogyra sp.
Starastrum sp.
Ulothrix aequalis
Ulothrix subtilissima
Ulothrix variablis
Ulothrix zonata
Volvox globator
Volvox tertis
Zygnema sp.

Ju
24

J1
20

C

C

Date
A A
9 24

s

s

10

25

c
c

C
C

C

C
C
A
C

A

A

A

C
C
A

c

A

c

0
30

N
14

A
C

A

p
A
P

c
A
A

A
A

A

C

c

C

c
c
p
p

c
c
c

c

A
C

C

c

A

c
c

c
c

C

c
C

c

C

C

A indicates abundant, i.e., a considerable number of
individuals found in every mount.
C indicates corm.ion,
i.e., found in every mount.
P indicates present, i.e.,
species occured at least in one mount.

—

September 10, six;
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September 25 and October 10, three;

and November 14, two.
Gloeotrichia echinulata was first found in the
collection from Georgetov/n Lake of July 20,
it v/as common.

At this time

On August 9 this species v/as found in even

greater abundance,

so much so that many individual globose

colonies v/ere obvious in the water.

The population

reached a pealc on August 25 when the plants were found in
clumps, some of which v/ere one-half inch or more in
diameter.

So profuse v/as this bloom that a plankton tow

v/as unnecessary,

A collection vial was nearly filled

with this species v/hen dipped into the v/ater.

This species

was also the dominant form in the collections made in
September, but on October 10 not a colony was found.

After

the plankton collected on October 30 had settled in the
vial, Asterionella gracillima filled nearly one third of it.
This species was abundant on August 24 and September 10,
absent on September 25 and again abundant on October 30
and November 14 yet G. echinulata was abundant from July
through September,
Station 2=

Silver Lake,

This lalce lies approxi

mately fourteen miles northwest of Anaconda and eight miles
north of the Continental Divide in Deer Lodge County,

It

is approximately one-half mile in maximum length and onefourth mile in maximum width.

Samples v/ere talcen over

-19the same period and on the same days as at Georgetov.Ti Lai:e
from June through November.

Cn December 5 both Silver

Lake and Georgetovm Lake v/ere frozen over, the ice measur
ing betv/een six and eight inches.
The maj-zimum air temperature

(table 5) recorded at

this station from June through November v/as 26^0 on August
o
9, the minimum of - 3
on December 5»
The average temper
atures recorded during the seven months v/as I 6 .2°.

The

v/ater temperature reached a raa:cir.ium of 17°C on September 11,
a minimum of 4

on November 11 v/ith an average of 12°C.

The maximum pH recording was Ô.1 on August 9 v/ith a raininram
of 5*0 on November 14.

The water became more acidic as

the temperature decreased.

The average of the carbon

dioxide concentrations v/as 1.2 ppm, the maximum three and
the minimum zero.

The only phth alkalinity reading above

zero, 3 ppm, v/as made on July 20.

The decrease in total

alkalinity accompanied the decrease in temperature and pH;
The maximum of 1 4 ppm v/as recorded on June 6, the minimum
of 1 ppm on November 11, ii/ith an average of 4.9 ppm for
the days recorded.

The concentration of bicarbonates

reached a maximum of I 4 0 ppm on June 24, the minimum of
10 ppm on November I 4 , the recordings averaged 40 ppm.
The maximum dissolved oxygen concentration was 8.2 ppm,
the minimum 7 ppm and all averaged 7.7 ppm.
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TABLE 5
ST/iTIOI; 3, SILVER LARE.
AIR /JID RATER TZTERATURE; TOTAL,
CARBCIIATE, RIO BICARB OUATE ALKALIRITT:
,E:D HYDRO G EU
lüH, FREE COp -E:D DISSOLVED Og CORCERTR^TIORS

Date

Tenp . °C
All:all ni cy
Air 'Rater Total Bicarb Garb

pH

CO 2
ppm

O2
ppm

June 2A

23

10

14

14

0

7.6

2

July 20

25

13

50

50

0

7.7

2

7

Aug. 9

26

16

50

50

0

S.l

T

8

Aug. 24

17

14

50

50

0

6.0

3

8.2

Sept. 11

22

17

50

50

0

5.6

0

Sept. 25

22

12

40

40

0

5.2

1

Oct. 9

15

12

40

40

0

5.4

0

Oct. 30

S

6

15

15

0

5.6

2

Nov. 14

7

4

10

10

0

5.0

3

De c . 5

-3

Average

16.2

12

49

49

6.2

1.2

lOaxiraum

26

17

50

50

8.1

3

I-lininurn

-3

4

10

10

5.0

0

-21A total of fourteen algal species were identified
from Silver Lake with Asterlonella gracillima and Ceratium
hirundinella the most abundant in each collection and
present in every sample.

Dates of collections and numbers

of species collected were as follows (table 6):
seven species;

July 20, August 9, and 24, three species;

September 11, five;
six;

June 24,

September 25, four;

and November 14, four species*

October 30,

-22-

TABLE 6
STATIOII 3, SILVER L/iKE:

PERIODICITY ;JID ABU::D;j:CE OF
ALGAE

Date
S
A
11
24

Species

Ju J1
24 20

Asterionella gracillima

A

A

A

A

Ceratium hirundinella

C

C

A

A

Dinobryon cylindricum

c

A
9

0
30

A

A

A

A

A

C

A

A

C

Dinobryon divergens
Fragilaria sp.

S
25

c
P

A

Oedogonium s p .

C
P

Oscillatoria sp.
Pediastrum araneosum

c

Synedra sp.

A

A

A

C

Starastrum sp.
Ulothrix aequalis

Volvox tertius

C

C

Gloeotrichia echinulata

Ulothrix sonata

II
14

C
G
C

A indicates abundant, i.e., a considerable number of
individuals found in every mount.
C indicates com non,
i.e., found in every mount.
P indicates present, i.e.,
species occured at least in one mount.
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station

Anaconda.

This station was situated

on Warm Springs Creek about seven miles downstream from
Silver Lalce about midway between the Lal:e and the city of
Anaconda.

It was in Deer Lodge County approximately nine

miles north of the Continental Divide.

'farm Springs at

this point is a swift, clear, mountain stream the depth
of which varies only slightly throughout the year because
the flow is controlled at the outlet of Silver Lalce.
The maximum air temperature

(table 7) was 2o°C,

the minimum 1°, and the average of the temperatures was
10.9^.
The maximum water temperature was 12°C, the minio
o
mum 1 and the average of the recordings 7.5 . The maxi
mum pH recording was S.l on August 9, the minirau.m 5 on
October 30 and the recordings averaged 6.2.

The pH de

creased progressively from August to October then increased
in November and December even though the temperature
continued to decrease.

The maximum carbon dioxide con

centration was 3 ppm on November 14, the minimum,
and the recordings averaged 1.2 ppm.

zero ppm

The carbon dioxide

concentrations recorded are generally inconsistent with
those of the lakes above.
at this station.

No phth alkalinity was recorded

The maximum total alkalinity recorded

at this station was 11 ppm, the minimum 1.5 ppm and the
recordings averaged 6.1 ppm.

The maximum was recorded on

September 11 and the minimum on December 5.

The total

-2 4 -

TA3L2 7
STATIOII 4, AD AGO liDA:
AIR ADD DATDR TEMPER. ;t u r e ; TOTAL,
C/Also::A TS ADD 3ICAA SOD.ITS ALIAILID ITY; ;SID HYDE CG ED
ION, FRSS CO AD D DISSOLVED 0^ GODCZ ITRATIC IIS

.

Date

Temp OC
Air Dater

Aug. 9

26

12

100

100

0

8.1

0

Aug. 24

15

11

80

80

0

7.0

0

Sept, 11

20

10

110

110

0

5.8

0

Sept. 25

21

9

50

50

0

5.5

0

Oct. 9

15

7

100

100

0

5.5

T

Oct. 30

10

4

20

20

0

5.0

T

Nov. 14

3

4

20

20

0

5.3

3

Dec. 5

-1

1

15

15

0

6.0

T

Average

10.9

7.5

61

61

6.0

.3

Ilaxiraum

26

12

110

110

8.1

3

Minimum

-1

1

15

15

5.0

0

Total

Sicarb

Garb

pH

002
ppm

-23alkalinity generally decreased as the temperature decreased.
The concentration of bicarbonates recorded shows a na:;imum of 110 ppm on September 11 and a minimum of 15 ppm on
December 5-

The recordings averaged was 6l ppm.

The pH,

free carbon dioxide, and total and bicarbonate alkalinity
compare closely with values recorded for the above lakes.
The water was usually colder in this stream than in the
lalces.
Eighteen species of algae

(table 8) were

identified in samples from this station.

The number of

species increased throughout the period of the study,
unlike that for the stations on the lakes which decreased.
On the first collecting date, August 9, only one species,
Ulothrix sonata, was found.
were found;

On August 24, two species

on September 11, three, with Vaucheria sp.

the most abundant;^

on September 25, nine;

on October

9, five;

on October 30, four;

and on November 14, six

species.

On December 5, when the fewest algal species

were found at most other stations, nine species were found.
The most commonly found species was one of Oedogonium
which

occured in every collection from October 9 to the

end of the sampling period.
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TABLE Ô
STATION 4, ANACONDA:

PERIODICITY .IND ABUNDANCE ON ALGA:

Species

Date
A XI s s
0 0 TT
9 24 11 25 9 30 14

c

Asterionella gracillima

C

r*

V/

c

Cladophora glomerata
Closterium sp.

p

Cosmarium sp.

P

Dinobryon divergins

C

p

c
c

Oedogonium sp.

c

Oscillatoria sp.

P

c

c

Mougeotia sp.

c

c

c

c
c

RhizocIonium fontanum
Rhizoclonium hieroglyphicum

C

Scytonema crispurn

0

c

c

Spirogyra sp.

A

Ulothrix aequalis

c

c

Ulothrix subtilissima

c

Ulothrix subconstricta

Vaucheria sp.

5

c

Ceratium hirundinella

Ulothrix zonata

D

A
A

• c

c

-27Station

Grerson.

Vais station was tnc most

unusual of the stations both from a chenical and a
biological point of view.

It was located appronisiatcly

ten miles from Anaconda and fifteen miles from Butte.
The collections were made at a point near the confluence
of VJarm Springs and Silver Bow creeb.s, the beginning of
the Clark Fork of the Columbia liver.

This station -.;as

the closest to the point at which the v;astes from Butte
and Anaconda enter the stream.

The water here was slow

moving and shallow, about five to nine inches deep except
in October at which time melting snow increased the depth
to about twelve inches.

The stream was about five feet

wide at the point where the samples viere taken.

The

maximum temperature of the water was 21°C recorded on
August 10 and the average of the temperatures was 11.
These highly acid waters had an average pH of 4.4 with a
range of 3.5 to 4.7.

These readings were the lowest

range of pH for the entire survey.

The maximum concen

tration of free carbon dioxide was two ppm recorded on
September 11 and again on September 25.

The minimum

(recorded on four collection days) was zero ppm.

Hothing

has been stated concerning the turbidity of the v:ater at
the other stations since they all had clear water which
is relatively free of nitrogenous wastes and entirely free
of mine and smelter wastes.

Silver Bow Creek, however.

-28TABLE 9
;TATI0N 5, GREGS ON:
AIR AND V/ATER TEIŒERATURS;
TOTAL,
CARBONATE MID BICARBONATE ALKALINITY; .‘
-JID IRON,
HYDROGEN ION, FREE COg AND DISSOLVED 0^
CONCENTRATIONS

Date

'^Gmp.
Air Nater Total

Alkalinity
C02 O r Fe
Bicarb
Garb pH ppn ppm ppn

July 20

25

20

0

0

0

4.7

T

Aug. 9

28

21

0

0

0

3.5

0

30

Aug. 24

18

20

0

0

0

4.5

0

41

Sept. 11

22

17

0

0

0

4.5

2

38

Sept. 25

21

16

0

0

0

4.5

2

34

9

10

0

0

0

4.5

1

31

Oct. 30

-1

5

0

0

0

4.6

T

33

Nov. 14

4

5

0

0

0

4.5

0

29

0

0

0

4.5

0

26

Oct. 9

14

Dec. 5

-1

1

Average

13

11

4.4

.5

32

Maximum

28

21

4.7

2

41

Minimum

-1

1

3.5

0

26

-

-29“
has an entirely different situation.

It v;as, witliout

exception, a dirty, rusty-brown on every day that a
collection was made.

Silver Bow Creek at its origin is

a fresh water mountain stream.

IThen the residues from the

copper precipitation tanks in Butte are released into the
water it takes on the rusty-brovm appearance and remains
so for a total of twenty-eight miles below to a point
about five miles above the town of harm Springs.

Below

this point the water becomes clearer.
V/hen there is excessive turbidity, colorimetric
chemical determinations cannot be assumed to be accurate;
therefore, those for carbonate and bicarbonate alkalinity
were not reliable for this station.

Iron v;as found to be

present in an average concentration of 3 2 ppm, with a
maximum of 41 ppm and a minimum of 26 ppm.

The iron was

one of the greatest contributors to the turbidity of the
water.

It should be pointed out that some of this water

is pumped from as much as a mile below the surface at
the mines in Butte and some of it comes from settling
ponds in which water from the smelter is allowed to
remain before flowing into the creeks.
The algal population (table 10) is as interesting
as the chemical information.
found as follows :
September 11, five;
November 14, one;

Nine different species were

July 20, four;

August 9 and 24, t wo;

September 25, two ;

October 30 and

and December 5, two species.

Buglena
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T/iBLE 10
STATION 5, GREGS ON:

PERIODICITY AND ABUNO.INCE OF ALGA:

Species

J1
20

Asterionella gracillima

C

Closterium sp.

C

Euglena gracilis

A

A
9

Rhizoclonium fontanum

A

A

C

A

0
30

i:
14

D
5

A

C

c

C

C

Ulothrix subtilissima
Vaucheria sp.

Date
S
S
11 25

G

Phormidium tenue

Spirogyra sp.

A
24

C
C

n

A indicates abundant, i.e., a considerable number of
individuals found in every mount.
C indicates cozimon,
i.e., found in every mount.
P indicates present, i.e.,
species occured at least in one mount.

-31^racilis was the most common, occuring in every collection
with the exception of that of December 3-

Perhaps its

absence in the December collection is related to the fact
that it was found close to the bank and the collection on
that date was taken on the edge of the ice v;hich extended
eight to ten inches out into the water.

E. rracilis.

collected in the plankton net, was exceptionally abundant,
coloring the sand on the edges of the stream a dark green
at all times.

Rhizoclonium hieromlvphicurn, was found in

three collections, and no other species was found more
than twice.
Station _6.

Uarm Springs.

similar to the Gregson station.

This station is very

The volume of water was

slightly greater because of seepage into the stream between
this station and the one above and also because of small
amounts of water which came from the overflov/ of the
nearby settling ponds.

This station is seven miles down

stream from the Gregson station.

The maximuzn air temperature

(table 11) was 28° on August 10, the minimum 0° on December
o
3 and the temperatures averaged 15*5 * The highest water
temperature was 20° on July 20, the minimum,

zero, on

December 3, and the average of the water temperatures was
12.7.

The average pH was 3.1 with a range from 4.3 on

November 14 and December 3 to 6.7 on June 24.

The dissolved

carbon dioxide concentration reached a high of 4 ppn on

-3 2 -

.LLE 11
STATlUi: 6, ,.Vii: 3PRII iOS;
.\IA AID ...aT lA TA .1 nA/AÀ
-tpJ *'
-i_/i
1-/T
.'9 AND ISO.:,
CalULillTl .lAD 310. -.41O';.ArXn1.XjIII T’
-'^
HYDACGZ: : loii, :It-ivO cOp, .i:D DIS SOI AS J L.p
C 0i.1 DAl'A.iTION S
.

TuT

•

V

-1r■o

Te:ip. °0
..Ikali ni t
.-lIr Aater Tot a 1 ^ pC O'j.'

Date
June 24

26

1Ô

0

'Jo

July 20

23

20

23

23

10

20

16

16

16

Aug. 24

17

17

0

0

Sept. 11

22

20

20

20

Sept. 26

24

16

20

Oct. 9

9

10

Oct. 30

0

Nov. 14
Dec. 5
Average
llaxi::ium
Mini-Tiuni

r

Se

6.7

0

6.4

0

6.1

0

0.0

0

3.3

0

0.1

4.6

3

37

0

4.6

2

33

20

0

5.0

0

32

23

23

0

4.0

3

31

4

10

10

0

4. 6

3

30

4

3

10

10

0

4.5

T

27

0

0

10

10

0

4.3

3

24

13,.3 12.7

14. 4

21

3.1

2

30

2o

20

23

oo

.6:#'fA' 3

37

0

0

0

0

0

24

4.5

30

-

33

-

AufUGo 10 and a low of zero on July 20, and t/ie record
ings averaged 2 ppn.

The carbon dioxide concentrations

recorded most frequently were 2 to 3 pp-ii.
alkalinity was determined at this station.

Jo phth
Tne average

total alkalinity ■v/as 2.1 ppm for the days recorded and the
.naximum of 3 ppm was recorded on June 21+.

The only

carbonates recorded were bicarbonates which averaged 21
ppm for the days recorded.

The maximu.n was 30 ppm on June

21 and the minimum was zero ppm on August 24.

bicarbonates

were determined to be zero but these are questionable as
indicated above.

The average dissolved oxygen content of

the water on the days determined was 7.7 pp:a, the high was
3.Ô ppm on August 10 and the low was 6.4 on June 24.

Iron

continued to be present in abundance at this station; with
Ç01 average

of 20 ppm for the days determined, a high of

37 ppm on August 24 and a low of 24 ppm on December 5.
The total alkalinity and the bicarbonates and the pH de
creased as the temperature decreased.

The concentration

of iron in the water samples from the harm Springs statson
was lower and the pH slightly greater than those at Gregson,
perhaps because of the increased volume of water and the
settling out effect which could have taken place in she
seven miles between the two stations.

A total of thirteen algal species (table 12) were
identified from the harm Springs station with Lyngbya

-3 4 TABLE 12

STATIOII 6, -./AZ'I SPBIIIGS; PEA lODICITY .LID .
ABUI:D,JIGE OF ALG ;vE

Species

Date
Ju J1 A A O £
24 20 10 24 11 26

Û 0 II
9 30 14

D
5

Asterionella gracillima
Dinobryon cylindricum

G

Euglena gracilis

0

G

Lyngbya limnetica

G

C

liicrothamnion kuetzingianum

G

A A

A

G
G

Ilougeotia sp.
Oedogonium sp.

H

C

A

G

G

G A

C

C

Spirogyra sp.

P

Spirulina princeps
Stigeoclonium attenuatum

G

StigeocIonium subsecundum
Ulothrix subtilissima

G

C

G
G

A

G

G

G C

Vaucheria sp.

A indicates abundant, i.e., a considerable number of
individuals found in every mount.
C indicates common,
i.e., found in every mount. P indicates present, i.e.,
species occured at least in one mount.

G

~
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limnetica and an Oedor.onium sp. predo.-ninating.
were found on the following dates:
September 11, and December 5.

Five species

June 24, August 24,

On the 10th of August four

species were found, three on October 9, two on September
26, October 30, and on November 14.

Only one species,

Ulothrix subtilissima. was found on July 20.

The two

dominant species found were not found at Gregson.

Only

five of the thirteen species found here were collected at
Gregson.

The most abundant species found at Gregson,

Euglena gracilis, was also found here but nowhere else
in the survey.

Of the species identified, six were found

only once, none of them in abundance.
Station 2»

Deer Lodge.

This station, sixteen miles

downstream from that at V/arm Springs is about one-half
mile upstream from the city of Deer Lodge, approximately
thirty-one miles downstream from Butte, and twenty-four
miles doimstream from Anaconda.

This is fifteen miles

dovmstream from the last point on the drainage at- which
waters from either the smelter or mines enter.

The

turbidity of the water at this station varied throughout,
the period of collection from dark brown, at the time the
water was high, to clear later in the year at which time
the water level decreased.

At this point where the

collections were made the river was approximately forty-

- 3 C -

five feet across.
The inojciinu.'a terperaturo of the air (table 13)
was 2o°C on July 21, the .tiinir.iu.M 3° on lieccuber 3, and
the average of the readin: s 17.1^.
The uauinun tc.uperature
o
o
of the water \ias 18 on July 21, the rainii.iuu 1 on Deceuber
5, while the average of the readings was 11.1°.

The pH

decreased with the teuperature _'roa: a ..ia::i...un of 7.7 ppu
August 10 to a liiinirauu of 3 on Oeceuber 3.

The free

carbon dio:cide concentration did not decrease as did the
pH, but rather it fluctuated fro.i a ;.iaxi:.iu.n of 4 ppai on
June 24, the first collection date, to a uinimua of zero
ppn on July 21, to 3 fpi.i during August to a wini.nurn of
zero ppn during Septe:aber, to 2 ppn and then a trace in
October and to between 2 and 3 PP'-- it I'ovc:.7oer and
Dece.nber.

Only one phth alkalinity recording was greater

than zero ppn and that was on July 21 at which tine 11.o
ppn was recorded.

The total alkalinity decreased, as did

the temperature and the pH, from a high of 12 ppm on
September 11 to a lov; of 2 ppm on Dece..iter 5.

The average

total alkalinity for the days determined was 2 ppm.

The

concentration of bicarbonates ranged from a maximum of
120 pp-’t on September 11 to a :.:inimum of 20 ppm on December
5, with an average of the readings of cQ pp..:.

The

bicarbonates, as well as the pH and total alkalinity,
decreased with the temperature of the water.

Carbonates

-37table 13
STATION 7, DEER LODGE;
AIR AI'ZD V/ATER TZIPERATURE; TOTAL,
CARBONATE, VuID BICARBONATE ALKALINITY; VNID HYDROGEN
ION, FREE CO AND DISSOLVED 0. C0NGENTR.^TI0N3

Date

Temp °C
Alkalinity
Air :Rater Total Bicarb Garb

June 24

23

15

14

14

0

7.6

4

July 21

26

IB

IIB

IIS

0

7.4

0

B.O

Aug. 10

22

15

no

no

0

7.9

3

9.4

Aug. 24

20

15

BO

BO

0

6.B

3

Sept. II

25

16

120

120

0

6.5

0

Sept. 26

22

13

100

100

0

6. B

0

Oct. 9

14

10

Bo

BO

0

6.6

2

4

30

30

0

6.B

T

Oct. 30

?H

CC2
ppm

Nov. 14

6

3

30

30

0

6.0

2

Dec. 5

5

1

20

20

0

5.0

3

75.8

75.8

6.7

1.7

Average

17.1

II.I

Maximum

26

IB

120

120

7.9

4

Minimum

5

I

20

20

5.0

0

02
pp/;l

—3Ô—
were determined only on July 21, 4 ppm,
10, 11 ppm.

and on August

On all of the other days the only carbon

ates present were determined as bicarbonates.

The

maximum concentration of dissolved oxygen, 9.4 ppm, was
on August 10 and the minimum on July 21,

Ô, the only

times they were recorded.
There were fourteen species of algae (table 14)
identified from Deer Lodge with the most abundant being
Stigeoclonium subsecundum.
only once;
collections;
times.

Six of the species were found

a species of Mougeotia was found in five
no other species was found more than three

Six of the species found at this station were

not collected in the others above it.
were species of Ulothrix.

Of these, three

“39table

STATIOII 7, d e e r LODGE;

14

PERIODICITY ADD ABUIIDALCE CE ALG AI

Species

Date
Ju J1 A A s S
24 21 10 24 11 26

Asterionella gracillima

A

Anabaena sp.

C

Cladophora glomerata

0 I'l
30 14

D
5

C
A

Lyngbya limnetica

C

Mougeotia sp.

C

Oedogonium sp.

A

•

A

c
c

C

Oscillatoria agardhii

C

Spirogyra sp.

C

Stigeoclonium subsecundum

A

Ulothrix subconstricta

C

A

C

C

c

c

c
A

A

Ulothrix subtilissima

C

C

Ulothrix zonata

C

Vaucheria sp.

Q

C

Closterium sp.
Diatoma sp.

0

A

C

A

A

A

A

A

A

C

-

A indicates abundant, i.e., a considerable number of
individuals found in every mount.
C indicates common,
i.e., found in every mount.
P indicates 'present, i.e.,
species occured at least in one mount.

C
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Station _S,

Garrison.

Several small mountain

streams flow into the Clark Fork River between Deer Lod^e
and Garrison, a distance of eleven miles.

At this point

the river has cut a wider channel but because of the
increased volume it is just as deep as at Deer Lodre.
Garrison, in Powell County, is fifty miles from Butte
and thirty-six from Anaconda, and about twenty-seven from
the Continental Divide.

This station was sampled only

twice, once on June 25 and once on July 21, and the
chemical results

(table 15) are as follows :
T/iBLS 15

STnTION S, GARRISON:
AIR /JJD NATER TEI-IPERATURE; TOTAL,
CARBONATE AND BICARBONATE ALKALINITY: .J.'D HYDROGEN
ION, FREE CO AI\ID DISSOLVED O 2 CONCEL TRATIONS

Date
June 25
July 21

Alkalinity
Temp. °C
Air Water Total Bicarb Carb
26

15

pH

CO 2
ppm

IS

IS

0

s.o

2.0

144

144

0

s .2

0.0

02

ppm

S.O

“ 41~

pH range, 8.0 to 8.2;
phth alkalinity,
144;

free carbon dioxide 2 to zero pp;n;

zero to 14.4;

total alkalinity,

bicarbonate alkalinity, 18 to 144;

alkalinity zero;

and oxygen 8 ppm.

18 to

carbonate

The water was not

tested for oxygen in June.
Three species of algae

(table 16) were found at

this station with Stigeoclonium subsecundur.i the do;.:inant:
one on each of the two sampling days.
TABLE 16
STATION 8, GARRISON:

PERIODICITY AND ABUND.'iJGE OF ALG.-.E

Date
Species

Ju
25

Mougeotia sp.

J1
21
C

Stigeoclonium subsecundum

A

Synedra sp.

A

A

A indicates abundant, i.e., a considerable number of
individuals found in every mount,
C indicates common,
i.e., found in every mount.
P indicates present, i.e.,
species occured at least in one mount.

-42Station _2«

Drurmond,

Twenty-one r.iiles fron the

station at Garrison a station was established a short
distance upstreasi from the tovm of Drummond.

The station

in Granite County, is seventy one miles from Butte,
fifty seven miles from Anaconda, and forty miles from the
Continental Divide.

Flint Creel:, one of the two outlets

of Echo Lake, is the only stream which adds a siynificanc
volume of water to the Clark Fork between Garrison and
Drummond.
Deer Lodge.

The river here is much the same in size as at
This station was sampled twice with the

following results (table 17)*
TABLE 17
STATION 9, DRUIÛ-IGND: AIR MJD k'ATER TS-TBRATURE:
TOTAL,
CARBONATE, .WD BICARBONATE ALKALINITY; ilID HYDROGEN
ION, FREE COg MID DISSOLVED Og CONCENTRATIONS

Date
June 25
July 21

Alkalinity
Temp, °C
Air Nater Total Bicarb Carb
22

15

pH

002
ppr:i

30

30

0

8.4

4

170

170

0

8.2

0

On
ppm

6.4

“ 43 “

The pH ranged from 8.2 to 8,4;
to 4 ppni;

carbon dioxide from zero

the bicarbonate allialinity, the only alkalinity

recorded, was 30 pp;.i on June 25 and 170 ppm on July 21.
The dissolved o:rygon was 6.4 ppm on July 21.

The Garrison

and Drummond stations M e r e both saxipled in June and July
and because Drummond is twenty-one miles donees :uesu. from
Garrison a comparison follo\/s:

The difference in eh at

the two stations on June 25 was 0.4 with d at Gari'ison
and 8.4 at Drummond;

the free carbon dioxide was zero at

both on July 21, but on June 25 it was 2 ppm at C-s.rrison
and 4 at Drur.imond.

The total alkalinity increased

similarly at the two stations.
Garrison and 30 at Drummond,

In June it was lo ppm at

and in July it *;as 144 ppm

at Garrison and 170 at Drummond.

In July the dissolved

oxygen was recorded as 8 ppm at Garrison and 6.4 at Druvxiond.
The greenish-brown color of the turbid river at
both of these stations was caused in part by the prevalence
of Stigeoclonium subsecundum which was found boch
suspended and attached to the rocks.
Five species of algae
the Diuunmond station:

(table lo) were found at

Stigeocloniu:u sub secundum was the

dominant one in every sample taken.

Synura uvclla. found

here, was not found at any of the above stations.

-4 4 TABLE 1 8

STATION 9, DRUINIOND:

PERIODICITY .iIID ABUND/JTCE OF ALGA:

Date
Species

Ju
25

J1
21

Mougeotia sp.

C

Spirogyra sp.

c

Synura uvella

c

Stigeoclonium subsecundum

A

A

Ulothrix zonata

C

Station 1 0 .

Bonner.

This station is forty-four

miles dovm the Clark Fork from. Drummond.

Approximately

midway between the two stations Rock Creek, a large clear
water mountain stream, enters the Clark Fork.

Bonner, 25

miles from Butte, 101 from Anaconda and approximately
seventy miles from the Continental Divide, is in Missoula
County.

The station was sampled four times (table 19)

once in June and three- times in July.

The maximum air

temperature, 28°C was recorded on July 22, the minimum,
22°, on July 10;

the average of the temperatures was 23°

The maximum water temperature of 17 °C was recorded on

- K 5 -

TABLE 19
S TAT IOB 10, BOBBER:
AIR ABD BATER TZ TERATURE; TOT.IL,
GARB OB ATE, .BID BIC.iRBOB.lTE ALBALIBITT; _A:0 BYDROGEB IOB, FREE COg AIID DI33CLVED 0^ COBG.CBTRATIOBS

Date

Temp. °C
Air Bator Total Bicarb Garb

pH

GG2
ppm

^2
pp.m

June 25

28

15

16

16

0

6.8

2

July 2

20

17

86

86

.0

7.8

3

8.0

July 10

22

17

100

100

0

7.8

3

E.O

125

125

0

8.2

0

8.2

0

7.6

2

8.0

July 21
Average

23

16

81

81

Maximum

28

17

125

125

8.2

3

8.2

Minimum

22

15

16

16

6.8

0

8.0

both July 2 and 10, the minimum of 15° on June 25, the
average of the temperatures was l6°.

The range of pH

was from 6.8 recorded on June 25 to a ma>:imum of 8.2
recorded July 21.

The ,pH increased from June to July

as did the water temperature.

The total alkalinity

recorded as bicarbonates reached a maximum of 125 ppm
on July 21 and a minimum of l6 ppm June 25.

The dissolved

oxygen concentration ranged from 8 ppm on July 2 and 10

-4 6 -

to 8.2 ppca on July 21.
The dominant species at this station (table 20)
were StirieocIonium sub secundum and a species of Suiro.cyra,
The Spirogyra was found in every collection but it was
never as abundant as StireocIonium sub se cundum.

5ntero-

morpha micrococca was found at this station and not at
any of those above.

nine species were found at this

station, an increase in the number found at the preceeding two stations.

The reason for the greater number of

species found at this point than at the ti;o above is more
likely to be that it was sampled more often.
TABLE 20
STATION 10, BONNER:

PERIODICITY

ABUND/dlCE OF ALGAE

Date
Species

Ju

25
Enteromorpha micrococca

J1
2

J1
10

A

c

J1
21

c

Gloeotrichia sp.
Oedogonium sp.

C

Oscillatoria sp.

P

Spirogyra sp.

C

C

c

c

StigeocIonium subsecundum

A

A

A

A

c

Ulothrix aequalis
Ulothrix sonata
Vaucheria sp.

C

C

C
. c

“

Station 1 1 .
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Hell Gate.

This station, \;hich is

located at the upper end of Hell Gate Canyon two miles
from Missoula in Missoula County, is about ten miles
dovmstream from the station at Bonner.

The river at

this point passes through a narrow defile before flowing
into the Bitter Boot Valley.

The Clark Fork River here

is considerably larger and deeper than at Bonner because
the Blackfoot River flows into it one mile dovmstream
from the latter station.

This river is about half the

size of the Clark Fork and is the largest tributary
entering the Clark Fork in the area studied.
Five samples were taken at this station during
June, July and August,
21) is as follows:

A summary of the results (table

The maximum temperature of the air,

22°C, was recorded on July 10;
July 2 and 10;
21°.

the minimum, 17^, on

and the average of the temperatures was

The maximum temperature of the water, 1?°C, was

recorded on July 2 and 10;

the minimum, 12°, on June 25;

and the average of the temperatures was 15*^.

The pH ranged

from 7.7 on June 25 and July 2 to 8.2 on July 21 with the
recordings averaging 7*^«

Free carbon dioxide was found

in concentrations from zero on July 21 and August 2 to
3 ppm on July 2 and 10 vrnth the recordings averaging l.c
ppm.

The total alkalinity recorded as bicarbonates ranged

from l8 ppm on June 25 to 125 ppm on July 21,

The dissolved

oxygen concentration ranged from 8 ppm on'July 10 to 11

—

4

^
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TABLE 21

STATIOII 11, HELL GATE:
AIR i\lîD 'HATER TEZ-TERATURE; TOTAL,
GARE OH A TE, .AHD EIC.vRBOHATE ALKALIHITY; /AID HTJROGEH
lOH, FREE COo /AID DISSOLVED 0 COHCEHTRATIOHS
E
o

.

Temp
Alkalinity
Air \Iater Total Bicarb Garb

Date

pH

COo
pp.m

02
ppm

June 25

21

12

18

18

0

7.7

2

July 2

20

17

86

86

0

7.7

3

11

July 10

22

17

100

100

0

7.a

3

8

July 21

125

125

0

8.2

0

8.2

Aug. 2

115

115

0

0

Average

21

15

88

88

7.8

1.6

Maximum

22

17

125

125

8.2

3

Minimum

20

12

18

18

7.7

0

on July 2,

A marked increase in the carbonates from

June 25 to August 2, 18 to 125 ppm, is significant.
Nine species of algae were identified in the
samples from this station (table 22) with SticeocIonium
subsecundum the dominant form.
six were found only once.

Of these nine species,

Dinobryon diver.rens which was

commonly found both in the lakes at the upper end of
the survey area and at Anaconda was present.

-4 9 TABLE 22

STATIOII il, HELL GATE:

PERIODICITY ;j :D ABULD.ilCE OE .ALG.\

Species

Ju
25

.-isterionella gracillima

Date
J1
J1
2
10

J1
21

A

Closterium sp.

r

Cosmariura sp.

P

Dinobryon divergens

A

A

Enteromorpha micrococca

A

Spirogyra sp.

G

StigeocIonium subsecundum

A

Synedra sp.

A

Ulothrix sonata

C

Station 1 2 .

2

Ills soul a .

:

\

1

-ti

A

The last station do'./nstrea.i

was established about two niles below the city of IMissoula.
This is only four miles fro;n the next one upstrea:;:.

^

clear mountain stream. Rattlesnake Creek, enters ti:e
Clark Fork a short distance upstream from the city of
Missoula.

The Missoula station is approxi.'iately 13-', miles

from Butte and 115 miles from Anaconda.

It was sampled

five times from June 25 to August 2 and the results
(table 2 3 ) are as follows:

-50T.A5LS 23
OTATIOn 12, IlISSCULA:
AIR AID ’./ATSR TZTER.iTURR; TOTAL,
CARBOLATl, .0:0 3ICAR30::ATL ALL ALII: ITT; ARD IITOROGL::
ion, RRL3 COg Ai:0 ÛI03CLV0D O 2 C0RC0I:TR.,TI0::3

Date

Te:np. °C
A1 Aalini
CC 2
Air later Total Bicarb Caro pH ppm.

02

pp;u

June 25

26

13

42

42

0

7.0

1

July 2

21

16

76

76

0

7.6

4

July 10

20

15

88

88

0

7.8

3

8.6

July 21

105

10 5

0

8 .4

0

8.8

Aug. 2

125

125

0
0

Average

22

14

88

88

Maximum

26

16

125

Minimum

20

13

42

10

0
7.9

1

125

8 .4

4

42

7.6

0

A maximum air temperature of 26°C was recorded
on June 25, a minimum of 20° on July 10, with an average
of the temperatures of 22^.

The maximum water temperature

of l6°C was recorded on June 25 with an average of the
temperatures of 14°.

The range of pH was from a maximum

of Ô.4 on July 21 to a minimum of 7.6 on July 2 with an
average of the recordings of 7-9.

The maximum free carbon

dioxide concentration was recorded on July 21 and August 2

-

51
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Since no carbonados M e r e presenc, total alkalinity nas
recorded as bicarbonates and ranged fro.s a rcani; lu;;. of
1 2 5 ppm on August 2 to a minimum of 42 on June 25, with

an average of the recordings of od pp:.:.

The concentration

of dissolved oxygen ’.;as recorded at a ;aa:;i:num of 10 ppm
on July 12, a minimum of d,6 on July 10 and the average
was S.l ppm.
Eleven species of algae v-ere found at tiie i.issoula
Station

(table 24) with Stireoc Ionium suosocundu:-: being the

most abundant in every sample examined.

Ulothrix sonata

and a species of Sniromvra were also abundant,

My d r u m s

foetidus. which was not found in any of the stations above
this, was found here.
snake Creek (?)•

This form is abundant in Rattle

Asterionel 1

yracillima was found in

abundance at this station and at every station e::cept
numbers d, 9 and 10, but these were stations sampled the
least.

Of the eleven species identified from this station

five were found only once.
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table 24
STATIÜÎT 12, niSSOULA;

PERIODIC ITY rJID /iBUIida ::CE OF xLG.^

Species

Ju
25

Asterionella gracillima

A

Closterium sp.

P

Dinobryon divergens

C

Date
J1
J1
2
10

J1
21

A

A
0

Entromorpha micrococca
Hydrurus foetidus

A
C

Oscillatoria sp.
Spirogyra sp.

C

StigeocIonium subsecundum

A

Synura uvella

C

A

c

c

A

A

A

A

C

G

c

A

Ulothrix tenuissima
Ulothrix zonata

2

c

A

A indicates abundant, i.e., a considerable number of
individuals found in every mount.
C indicates co:.imon,
i.e., found in every mount.
P indicates present, i.e.,
species occured at least in one mount.
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otation 1 3 .

H a c k keel:.

'i’a.io sCacici. ic cac

farthest upstrea.a on Oliver 2o\i Greek.

It ’.;as ostablis.ied

approxi.t.ately two and one-lialf riles upstrea.. fro:.: tl.e
copper precipitation tanks to the north of futtc.

the

this point the streasi is only about .four inches deep and
two feet ;;ide.

It is four riles fro.e the Jontiner.tal

Divide, nearly 6,000 feet above sea level, in .silver lew
County.

darples :;erc taken seven tires fro: : ..urust

through Dece;:iber and the results

(tsicle 2f) are as follows :

7
'
To . oC7 recorded on
The raaiirur air terne rature of 27°C
was
f^
27, the rinirur of 0*^ on Dece.-iber I'f, wiuh an average of
the te;.iperatures for the period of 15°.

The

razi.ru.u

water terperature was 12°C on August 10 and 21, the .rinirur
lo on Dece.rber 19, with an average of the terperatures of
0.2°.

The concentration of free carbon dionide reached a

r.iaxir.iura of 3 ppr on .lugust 25 and hove:uber 11 and a
mininur of zero on Septerber 25.

The pH ranged fro: i a

maximu;Ti of o.l recorded on September 25 to a .cinir.iuu of
7.6 on August 21, with an average of the recordings of 7.d.
The total alkalinity was recorded as bicarbonates because
carbonates were absent, and ranged fro.u a mauzi.wum of 25
ppm recorded on 3epte:nber 11 to a mininu.u of zero on
November 14 and December 19.
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STATIOII 13, BLACK ROCK:
AIR 5JÎD I'/ATER TEITZRATURB; TOT..:
CARBONATE /JID BIC.ARBONATE ALK.ALINITY; .AID HYJNCGNN
ION, AND FRE E COg CONCEN t r .it:
IONS

Date

Temp. *^C
.'.lhali nit y
Air V/ater Total Bicar b Caro

x"‘^

CC2
r?--

Aug. 10

27

12

20

20

0

7.9

2

Aug. 24

17

12

20

20

0

7.6

3

Sept. 11 22

11

25

25

0

7.3

1

Sept. 25 22

9

15

15

0

S.l

0

Oct. 30

IS

S

20

20

0

s.o

2

Nov. 14

5

5

00

0

0

7.S

3

Dec. 19

0

1

0

0

0

7.7

2

Average

15

S.2

14

14

7.S

1.7

Idaximum

27

12

25

25

S.l

3

I-Iinimum

0

1

0

0

7.6

0

Five species of algae
this station.

(table 26) ;;ere found an

The dominant was Ulothrix zonata collected

in four of the seven samples.

A species of Vaucheria

was found in three samples, two other species were found
twice and one once.
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26

ta b le

STATION 13, BLACK ROCK: PERIODICITY AND ABUND/JIC:
OF ALG.AE

Species

Hougeotia sp.

A
10

A
24

S
11

Date
S
0
25 30

N
14

C

•

Oedogonium sp.

G

c
c

Oscillatoria sp.
Ulothrix zonata

C

Vaucheria sp.

c

C
C

C
c

C

C

D
19

s u :-3-:a r y

of

data:

Phvsico-Che:7iical.

all

statioiis

The air temperature reached a

high of 28°C at ’./arm Springs on August 10 and fell to a
low of -3 ^ at Georgetovm and Silver lakes on Dece^.iber 5*
The water temperature ranged from a high of 21°C, at
Georgetovm August 19 and Gregson, August 10, to a lov; of
0^ at ’/arm Springs, December 5«

The maximum ph of 3.9,

was recorded at Georgetown Lake on August 9, the minimum
of 3 «5, was at Gregson on August 10,

That the high and

low pH were recorded in the same month may seem paradoxi
cal because, as mentioned above, the pH decreased as did
the temperature at nearly every station from August to
December.

One of the major reasons for the low pH recorded

in August at Gregson was that the volume of v;ater in the
stream was at a minimum;

consequently the mineral wastes

from the mines in Butte were in greater concentration.
The highest free carbon dioxide concentration,
4 ppm, was recorded at Deer Lodge on June 24, Dra.rmond on
June 2 5 , and Missoula on July 2,

At every station a

minimum of zero was recorded from one to several ti;ces
throughout the survey.

The amount of free carbon dioxide

in the water generally decreased, as did the temperature,
from mid-August to December with the exception of thaz in
the Anaconda and Black Rock stations where it increased.
-
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The
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alkalinity was recorded at Deer Lodge on

September 11 with bicarbonates present in a concentration
of 120 ppm.

The minimum concentration of bicarbonates,

zero, i,;as at './arm Springs on ,,ugust 24.

The maz-zimum

concentration of carbonates, 40 ppm, was at Georgetovm
Lake on August 9.

Readings of carbonates other than

bicarbonates, were made only at the three lakes.

The

bicarbonates were present and increased, e::ccpb a.t Gregson,
from June through August, remained high during late summer
and decreased during the rest of the period as tiie
temperature fell.
The maximum concentration of dissolved o;:ygen,
13.6 ppm, was at Georgetovm Lake on July 20;

the minimum,

6.4 ppm, at './arm Springs on June 24.
The maximum concentration of iron, 41 ppm, was at
Gregson on August 24 and the mini.mu.m, 24 Ppm, at ’/arm
Springs on December 5-

At each of these stations the

amount of iron in the v/ater decreased from in gust 24 to
December 5.
Phyboolankton.

In the survey of the mhirteen

stations a total of sixty species of algae
were identified.

(cables 27, 2Ô)

Tv/enty-three oT these were found at the

control stations, nu/^ib@r@ 1, 2, 3, 4 and 13;

ten in the

v/ater below the point v/here the mine and smelter wastes
and sewage enter;

and twenty at the controls and at the

—50table 27
CegIP ARTSon OF THE P E R I O D I C I T Y .JID ABUIIDAIICE CF ALG..E AT
;OLL STATIOIIS

Species
Anabaena sp.
Anabaena Tlos-aquae
Anabaena spiroides
Aphanothece prasi.ma
Asterionella gracillima
Bulbochaete sp.
Ohara sp.
Ceratium hirundinella
Chlorella sp.
Chroococcus turgidus
Cladophora glomerata
Closterium sp.
Cosraarium sp.
Diatoma sp.
Dinobryon divergens
Dinobryon cylindricum
Enteromorpha micrococca
Euglena gracilis
Fragilaria sp.
Gloeotrichia sp.
Gloeotrichia echinulata
Hydrurus foetidus
Lyngbya birgei
Lyngbya limnetica
Ilicrothamnion kuetzingianura
Mougeotia sp.
Nephrocytium sp.
Oedogonium sp.
Oscillatoria agardhii
Oscillatoria sp.
Oscillatoria tenuis

Station
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 12 13
P
P
P C
C
P
A A A C P P P
P
A
A A A P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
C
P
P
A P P P
P
A
A

C

C

P
P

p

c

C

P

P

A C
P
P
A C
P
P

A
P
P
P
P
A P P C
P P
P

A
P
P A P ?
A C
C

P
P
P

?
P P

-
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27 (CONTHIUED)

COMPARISON OF THE PERIODICITY AND ABUNDANCE OF ALGAE
AT ALL STATIONS

Species
Pediastrum araneosum
Pediastrum boryanioin
Pediastrum glandulifenim
Pediastrum kav/raiskyi
Pediastr%im muticum
Pediastrum sturmii
Phormidium tenue
Rhizoclonium fontanum
Rhizoclonixim hieroglyphicum
Rhizoclonium sp.
Scytonema crispurn
Sphaerocystis schroeteri
Spirogyra sp.
Spirulina crispurn
Staurastrum sp.
Stigeoclonium attenuatum
StigeocIonium subsecundum
Synedra sp.
Synura uvella
Ulothrix aequalis
Ulothrix subconstricta
Ulothrix subtilissima
Ulothrix tinuissima
Ulothrix zonata
Vaucheria sp.
Volvox globator
Volvox teartius
Zygnema sp.

Station
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Ô 9 10 11 12 13
PP P
PC
P
A
P
P
P
P P
P C

P
P
P
PC

P P P c
P

P

A

A A
P
P

A

P P
p
p
C
P C P
p
P
c P A C
P
P
C P c
p P P P
P
P P
C P

c
p

A
P

P
A

A Indicates abundant, i.e., a considerable number of
individuals found in every mount. C indicates common,
i.e., found in every, mount. P. indicates present, i.e.
species occured at least in one mount.

A
C
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TABLE 20
TOTAL NUÎ-1BER OF SPECIES COLLECTED /JID DOIIIIO^IT SPECIES
AT EACH COLLECTIHG ST/.TICII

Ho.

Station
Locality

Species collected
/ibundant species
Total Ho.

1

Echo Lake

20

Ceratium hirundinella
Pediastrum kav;raiskyi

2

Georgetovm Lake

29

Ceratium hirundinella
Gloeotrichia echinulata

3

Silver Lake

14

Ceratium hirundinella
Dinobryon cylindricum

k

Anaconda

18

Ulothrix subtilissima
Oedogonium sp.

5

Gregson

6

i/arm Springs

13

Lyngbya limnetica
Ulothrix subtilissima

7

Deer Lodge

15

Stigeoclonium subsecundum
Mougeotia sp.

8

Garrison

3

Stigeoclonium sub secundum

9

Drummond

5

Stigeoclonium subsecundum

10

Bonner

9

Stigeoclonium subsecundum

11

Hell Gate

9

Stigeoclonium subsecundum

12

I-lissoula

11

Stigeoclonium subsecundum

13

Black Rock

9

5

Euglena gracilis
Rhizoclonium liieroglyphicu

Ulothrix zonata

"
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stations below-the points where wastes enter.

Besides

/.sterionella firacillina. ’which was found at nearly every
station,

several other species seem to e^chibit a wide

degree of tolerance to different ecological conditions.
A species of Closterium was found at six stations, both
above and below the point of entrance of the mine and
smelter wastes and sewage.

Dinobr’/on divergens. found

in each lake, was also found at Hell Gate and Missoula.
A species of Oedogonium was found at eight stations, four
above and four below Gregson.

A species of Mougeotia was

found at seven stations, two above and five below.

An

Oscillatoria species was found at two stations above and
three below the same point.

A Spirogyra species v/as

found at ten stations, three above and seven below this
point.

Ulothrix subtilissima was found at two stations

above and at three below this point.

Ulothrix sonata

was found at three stations above the smelter and at five
below.

A Vaucheria species was found at one station

above Anaconda and at five below this city.

Discussion
It is well knovm (8) that the presence or absence
of any species in the flora of a particular environ.cent
cannot be attributed to any one ecological factor for
there are many factors and the particular flora present
is determined by their interaction, not by the acoion
of each separately.

Any one of the various physical,

chemical or biological factors, i.e., wind, insolation,
geographical location, available nutrients) may, there
fore, be equally important.

That each factor varies in

intensity and that its importance in the environment is
affected by the action of other factors, emphasizes that
no one factor is in itself the determinant one.

Deter...i-

nation of the relative importance of the many factors
which regulate the presence or absence of a particular
species at a particular station is difficult.

Alien an

explanation of the presence of particular species at one
station and not at another is sought the problem is more
complex, for each of the stations is a microcosm in icself.
In addition to the complexities of the physical and
chemical environment of the different stations the vary
ing biotic environment -of each must be considered.
this study many species are considered;
—
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some from stand-
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ing water,

some- from flowing;

some from polluted;

some from unpolluted water,

and some collected at one season of

the year, some from another.

It is therefore i.ipossible

to demonstrate why a certain species is found at a certain
station at one time and not another or not at anoti.er
station at the" same time;

therefore, this discussion will

be confined to the relationships noted between the
presence of certain species and certain factors of their
environments,

The absence of a species may be caused 07

lack of its disseminules in the habitat being considered ;
therefore, any correlations which are made must be restricted
to those concerned with the absence of species known to
have been previously present.
The importance of certain factors in limiting the
distribution of algae has been emphasized in many studies.
Silva and Papenfuss

(33) state that the temperature factor

undoubtedly is closely correlated with that of light so
that the response of algal growth to these factors is a
complex function.

The rapid increase in size and number

of algal populations in the spring is often correlated
with an increase in light.

"The general rate of bio

logical processes, such as photosynthesis, doubles with
an increase of 10°C

(v/ithin limit^ " (33 )«

The general

decrease shown in the number of species found from August
to November at Georgetown Lake (figure 3) corresponds to
the decrease in temperature.

Here the water temperature
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dropped from 21^C on August 9 when five species of algae
were found to 6^ on November 14 when two were found.
However at Anaconda

(figure 5), where the temperature of

the water decreased from 12°C,on August 9 to 4° on
November 14, the number of species of algae increased
from one on the first date to five on the second date.
Results at both ./arm Springs

(figure 7) and Deer Lodge

(figure 8) show a trend similar to that at Anaconda.

It

is interesting that seventeen species were found at
Georgetown Lake on June 24 when the water temperature
was 16^.

The decrease from seventeen species at that

time to five in August would be perhaps caused by the
decrease in the amount of insolation after the summer
solstice

(June 21) for the amount of absorbed insolation

affects the rate of biological, particularly photosynthetic
activity in water.
At three of the four stations sampled on December
5 an interesting observation was made.

The number of

species increased from that of November 14 as follows:
Anaconda from six to nine, Gregson
and './arm Springs two to five.

(figure 6) one to tv/o,

Nhile the temperature fell

in the period from November 14 to December 5 between 3
and 3°C, the amount of sunlight hours increased because
for nine days in that period the sun shone for the greater
part of the day.
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Fjerdingstad

(10) points out that v/hen he in

vestigated the I-'^lleaa River fro'i its source to its
outlet he found that individual species of algae react
specifically to pollution and that the microflora is
particularly v;ell suited for a demonstration of the
extent of the pollution.

He further states that "it is

impossible to determine the extent of pollution on the
basis of chemical analysis alone.''

It might be safely

stated then that a knowledge of the chemistry of the
water coupled with a knowledge of the microflora preseno
will give an indication of certain pollution factors.
Lackey states

(13) that "It is entirely possible to

determine the condition of the acid waters by biological
surveys."

He also pointed out that such a biological

survey would not necessarily involve a knoledge of a
large number of species, but that certain conclusions
could be reached by correlating the relative abundance of
a "limited number of easily recognizable species."

The

geological and climatic conditions are largely responsible
for changes in the concentrations of chemicals in natural
waters and so eventually for changes in the flora.

..’e

cannot neglect, as Rosenberg (29) points out, the human
influence which has proved to be a very pov;ci’ful factor
in the changes occuring in the physical and chemical
composition of the water.
The value of the determination and utilization of
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tho hydrogen-ion concentration has teen for zor.c tire a
controversial subject.

The pll can be correlated \.'ita

change of seasons, temperature fluctuation,

selective

permeability of cellular membranes, presence and absence
of algae and countless other things which right or right
not be significant.

Lackey (14, 14, 16) has often ylace:

a great deal of emphasis on the pH.
his only chemical determination m s

In one paper (15)
that of tl:c pH.

Throughout the paper when he spoke of any species ho
correlated it with the pH of the water in -.;hich it was
f ound.
That the value of pH determinations is a con
troversial subject is emphasized by Hutchinson

(If) ’.;ho

states:
"Owing to the supposed ease i;ith ’..’hicli one
concentration of hydrogen ions can be determined
by dropping solutions of dyes into v/atcr samples,
pH became a fashionable symbol.
It is, however,
exceedingly doubtful if more than a single case
has been brought forchard demonstrating unequi
vocally that the natural variation in numbcrs
of any species of plant or animal is due to a
variation in pH,
Behre and V/ehrle (1) point out that though a great num.be:
of investigators have considered the pH value to be of
great importance,

it is caused by heterogenous circum

stances and it is quite possible that quite different
plant societies may live at the same hydrogon-ion
concentration.

They found that algal societies differed

-
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when the amount of dissolved salts differed and the p]I
remained the same.

On the other hand they pointed out

that the pH alters the selective permeability of the
cells and that certain pH values correspond to certain
amounts of dissolved salts,

so much so that these t’uo

factors act as if they were one.
Ellis

(9) states that :

"In pollution studies it

has been found advisable to view with suspicion any
stream water having an hydrogen ion concentration outside
of the limits of pH 6.7 to pH 8.6."

He also points out

that among the effluents which change the pH of stream
water and break dovm the buffer systems are the wastes
from metal works in which acids are used.
The pH as an indicator of acidity or alkalinity
may serve us w^ell but it is of more significance if we
know the cause of the condition.

It appears unwise then

to disregard pH because as Wilde

(42) points out "Empiri

cal as it may be, the pH value exerts a definite influence
upon the life functions of organisms and availability of
nutrients."
As pointed out, the pH at stations 1 (figure 2),
2, 3 (figure 4), 4 and 13 was generally higher than the
pîî

talcen at the point just below that at which wastes

entered the stream and that the pH rose as the water
flowed dovm the valley.

At a distance of 100 miles from

the point at which wastes entered the water the pH v;as
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essentially the sajne as that at the above^'st'ations,

It

v;as also noted that there v/as an increase in the bi
carbonates dov/nstream and that there v/ere extensive
limestone formations in the lower part of the valley
where the pH increased.

Shoup (3) in his work on

Tennessee streams states that the geo-chemical inter
pretation of water analysis shows “influence of sedi
mentary and limestone formations in regulation of the
possible buffering action and pH of natural waters occur
ing as streams.”

He further points out that the quantity

of bicarbonates in the stream rises according to the
nature of the bed rock and that some free carbon dioxide
would be present at all times except when there was a
sufficient quantity of soluble lime entering the water
to keep the carbon in the form of carbonates.

This would

help to explain the increase in pH discovered in the
present study and also emphasize how closely associated
are the various chemical constituents of the "/ater.

It

has been pointed out above that only small amounts of
carbon dioxide were recorded at the stations below the
control stations;

therefore, one can assume that carbon

dioxide did not have a significant role as a buffer.
another of his v/orks Shoup

In

(32) states that “the quality

of total buffer as bicarbonate in such strea/ns will not
be sufficient to offset change in pH by small amounts of
dissolved carbon dioxide, so that such streams will have
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pH values on the acid side of neutrality because of prcdo.ainance of carbonic acid over the bicarbonate present,”
Tt seens then that in the Clarl; porh drainage the rela
tively small amount of carbon dioxide present and the
large amount of bicarbonate was sufficient to act as a
buffer.
The above might help to explain anoth.er aspect of
the chemical analyses of tiie water.

It -..•as observed that

the pH of the water decreased at nearly every station as
the temperature decreased.

heel

(20) states that the low

pH in the early fall is relative to the ”t.a::i:':it ■ recompo
sition in the stream,” yet the r.igs.er pH in the spring
may represent a greater photosynthetic action, with
photosynthesis operating to di sinish free carbon dio::iJe
and the bicarbonate content being uiiaf f e :t ed.

heel

further points out that halfbound carbon iicxide reaches
its greatest concentration during autumn ari that bound
carbon dioxide is present in large aaounts in early spring
and that the pH is low in the autumn and is greatest in
the spring.

This would help to explain why so few

alkalinity determinations \:ere recorded herein as carbon
ates and v;hy so many recordings :;ere w.ade as bicarbonates,
since the fe\/ carbonate recordings were made in late
spring and none after July,

In the months of June, July

and August, dissolved oxygen was determined at eleven
stations.

The majority of the samplings were made in the

-70aTternoon and it was found that the concentration of
dissolved oxygen was at the saturation value or greater.
It is therefore probable that oxygen was not a critical
factor.

The lack of dissolved oxygen could have been

critical at other times of the day, because it

oc

safe to say that the samplings were made when the
dissolved oxygen had reached a mascimuin.
Hewkelekian

Rudolf

(30) point out that in a running str

dissolved oxygen reaches its mascimum during the afternoon
yet in the morning and just before sunrise it is at a
minimum.

The determination of oxygen was discontinued

after the first three months, because it was decided that
it was not a critical factor because \;l:en it was
determined it was at the saturation value or greater.
Silva and Papenfuss

(33) state that "The dissolved o:;y:;cn

content of the water probably has little or no effect on
the algal flora except when the oxygen is totally dopleated."

Srinley (2) shows that a pronounced variation

in the chemical properties of a river occur imo.ediaiei:'
below a major source of pollution and that the disso 1 j_
oxygen almost disappears as do the algae.

Further o.--,-.;n

the river he found that a "tremendous growth" of algae
appeared and persisted accompanied by high oxygon :o n o n
and low B.C.D.

In the present study no marked deercase

in dissolved oxygen was observed.

This .::ay have been

i

caused by tl:c Tact that the stations \;ore upstrea.: ire:,
the point oi entrance of the pollution fro.:; the to..ns
aionp the dx-ainape and a decrease i:r.:ediateiy oclc-..- tl.us
would not have been observed.

This decrease, if ticerc

v;as one, was cli linatcd before the next station,

te:: tc

forty-four telles awey.
There is an explanation fox' she notable al s::tce
of carb'onatcs and b icarboitates at the Greysc;: se at ion.
Iron deterainations v.ade at the Grepson and bar.: dprinps
stations throuyhout. the survey were consistently hiph.
These are the result of tixe wastes fx"0..i the coppex’ p^'tcipitatio:: pi’ccess used at fut to in v;hich iron ions fx'on
scrap ii'on ax"o released into the water as they arc re
placed by copper ions.

The iron in the watei' sa..:plc 1

fifteen tiiles downstrea::: is probably in the foit: of
ferric oxide and/or ferric hydx’oxide.

Thex'e is reason

to suppose tliat the iron in the for.n of ferric hydx-cxide
is a ;najox' constitxient of the water.

The field ::ethcd

used failed to detect a::y alkalinity but it '..’as obsex"ved
that a yrcat volu: lo of sulfui'ic acid

(0.2h) :;as used for

the titration ’.;ith phenolphthalein.

This './ould indicate

that the a.count of t’:e a:id used for phenolphthalein
titration exceeded the tosal a;:ou:xt of acid 'used (in
deter.cination of path and y..u.) and would x.ean that the
alkalinity i;as in the form of hydx'oxides. accox'diny to
Theroux, _e_t _ad. (36) .

A number of studies of iron as an

-72Gcolo-ical factor have boon read a in the past.

Uspo::s'.:i

(3'r>) suppested in 1927 that iron -./as the 'hnastcr" : s.cscr
in the distribution of aquatic alpae.

He stases that t::c

acidity of the water exerts an indirect influence or. the
distribution of the alpae in that it controlls the
solubility of the iron.

In 1934 Printshein (25) criticised

this v7ork after detailed examination^

concludinp tha'

he

concentration of the iron must be considered and sha : at
a lower concentration the iron riipht have a nutrient vain.e
and also that at a higher one it night be toxic.

He

admits that iron is an ii.iportant factor but "does not
agree that active iron outv/eighs in significance the
other ecological factors."

At the Grepson and harm Sprinrs

stations the iron was in high enough concentrations,
according to Pringsheim to have had toxic effects on the
plants present.

However, Rodhe

(28) refers to the de

toxication of iron by buffering with complex-forming
organic compounds.
these stations;

This might have been the case at

because, as mentioned before, all of

the sewage from Butte is released into Silver fov/ frccl:.
If Rodhe *s idea is applicable to this survey then the
complex-forming organic compounds could have come frc:..
the sewage and acted to buffer the othein;ise toxic iron
present.

At these stations the iron might be a contribut

ing factor rather than a detriment because as Rodhe poirf s
out iron is one o f the most important chemical factors.

-73next to phosphoiTus and nitrogen, for the development of
phytoplankton.

In his experiments with cultured algae

he found that the addition of iron increased the gro'./th
of algae,

though it was of secondary importance in re

lation to the effects of nitrate and phosphate.
Patrick

(23), and others

(9, 13), found that

polluted waters are usually characterized by a large
number of individuals of a few species of algae while
natural waters are characterized by a small number of
individuals of many species.

A similar pattern of

distribution was observed in this survey, i.e., 30 species
were found at Georgetown Lake and 20 at the Anaconda
station.

At Gregson only 9 species were identified and

of these 4 were found only once.

In the stream controls

it would be reasonable to suspect that a considerable
number of species should be found, as v;as the case at tiie
Anaconda station,

since Lackey (17) found that plankton

is usually present in quantity even within a few ;,iiles
of stream origins.

Such however, was not the case at

the Black Rock station (figure 9) at which only 5 species
were found.

A plausible explanation for this possible

inconsistency might be that at the Black Rock station the
creek is small and shallow and perhaps affords a poor
environment for the plankters.

Furthermore, it is

plausable that the creek at Anaconda might have been
richer in phosphates and nitrates than Silver Bov/ Creek

-74at Black Rock, and according to Rodhe

(2B) phosphates

and nitrates are two of the most important chemical
factors for the development of phytoplankton.
It would be justifiable to suppose that few
species are able to tolerate the conditions manifest at
the Gregson and Warm Springs stations.

The water at

these two stations was always turbid and because turbidicy
affects the amount of useful insolation the photosynthetic
rate would be reduced which in turn would probably lijiit
the number of species present.

The absence of carbon

ates and bicarbonates and acidity of the water might
reduce the number of species, because it is well knov;n
that waters rich in carbonates are also rich in algae,
on the other hand waters poor in carbonates and contain
ing acids are poor in algae

(27).

Even the apparent

buffering effect of the organic materials in the water
does not seem sufficient to reduce the limiting in
fluence that the high concentration of iron must have
had on the flora.

The small concentration of carbon

dioxide both in free form and half-bound would also
probably limit the amount of vegetation present.
These limiting conditions seem to have little
effect on Euglena gracilis which i^as found in abundance
in almost every collection.
uncommon for E, gracilis.

Such an environment is not
Lackey

(l6) found this species

-75in great abundance in a river belov; sewer outfalls ;
also found it in abundance in sewage plants.
of his studies

he

In another

(14) he found it comsion in se;/age and

stated that "pollution is a definite factor favoring
the development of Euglena gracilis."

Prescott

(25)

found E. gracilis in ponds in which there was a high con
centration of nitrogenous matter.
Stigeocloniurn subsecundum is another species
which warrants attention.

The farthest upstream occur

ence of this species was i/arm Springs at \/hich it was
collected in August and again in December.

.it every

station below V/arm Springs, including the Missoula
station, _S. subsecundum was the dominant species.

It

might be significant that S.. sub secundum became more
abundant the farther downstream a sample was tahen, and
that the farther downstream the more sewage is discharged
into the Clark Fork River,

It would be difficult to

establish the relationship,

if one exists, between the

presence of sewage and the occurence of _3. subsecundum,
considering the nu:aber of ecological factors which .sake
up an environment,
A discussion of each species seems Unnecessary
for although some workers consider certain species as
pollution indicators

(6) and others consider certain ones

as being characteristic of "clean water"

(lo) there is

little evidence to support either of these ideas.

3c;.:e
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i.e.,

Anabaena flos-aqua. Geratiur.i hirundinella. Chroococcus
turp;idus. Pediastrujt boryanu.a. Sphaerocystis schroctcri .
Volvox /:;lobator,

(25, 34).

There is a decided difference in the number of
species which occured in the lakes compared to those
which occured in the streams.

The reasons for such a

decrease are many and various.

Chandler (3) points out

that the reduction in the amount of plankton cxnibised
by streams may be due to aquatic vegetation, debris and
sedimentation.

This reduction may also be caused by

insect larvae feeding on them;

moreover, a stream has

more obstructions than a lalce.

The grinding action of une

stronger current in the stream and its suspended load
might well play havoc on such colonial forms as Volvo::
and Fediastrum.

The decrease in the number of species

of algae might help to explain why there were more species
found in the lakes than in the stations on the strea:-i.
This is another reason for not concluding that the pollution
factor is the only limiting one.
Those algal forms which were identified to genus
only do not serve a real value in this type of ecological
study because very rarely are all of the species of a
genus indicators of pollution.

For this reason it would

be dangerous to draw positive conclusions from determi-

-77nations to ^enus only (2 3 ).
This study shows that certain species o,
exhibit a wide range of tolerance to a variety of chor.ical
conditions.
nounced,

Those species in which this is nest pro

i.e., those found at nore stations than any other

species in this sujv/ey include ,^sterionella praciZ.li::a
which was found at every station except stations 7, ? and
10

(which were sampled only t\/ice) and 13

station.)

(a contre:

Its absence from these stations does no

necessarily indicate a difference in the tolerance
by this species.

Dinobrvon divergens nicich ..as prese..

in the first four controls and again at stations 11 and
12 night demonstrate a marked degree of tolerance since
the first four stations were relatively free of sewage
wastes v;hile at 11 and 12 a considerable quantity of it
must have been present;

on the other hand the distribution

of this species nay only demonstrate the presence of
pollution between these two sets of stations

(a diseance

of 120 miles) during which the factors which restricted
its growth nay have been eliminated.

however,

in a

distance as great as this it is possible thae the occurence
downstream of Dinobryon divergens .e.ig'nt be because of ias
coning from one of the many snail tributaries of she river.
Lackey (Iw) states that when Dinobryon is present it is
an indicator of ''clean \;ater."

Dinobryon diver sens ..as

present abovc and below the polluecd area and considering
that ten towns release untreated se'.;age into these water:

-7 "and ohat the was be rror.i the nines and snelt or also are
released into it the water in this area could hardly V,e
considered clean.

Ulothri:: sonata was found at four of

the control stations and also at four others.

Because

this species was found in the controls above Butte and
Anaconda it is safe to say thaw its distribution niyh.t
denonstrate presence of pollution in that it was found
next at Deer Lodye but not at the stations between.
As mentioned above the absence of a species does
not al’./ays give a true picture of the physico-chemical
circumstances prevalent.

In a study such as this a

complete survey of the distribution of species is not
possible and therefore a species which was not found at
a particular station might be present a short distance
below it.

Again it is well to mention that to draw

conclusions based on the absence of a species is e::tre..;cly
dangerous since a species might be present but not
collected.
The presence of a species is important because
it is now well established that microorganisms perform
important tasks in the purification of wastes.

However^

the respective roles of the different kinds are now \;ell
understood for several reasons.

The knowledge of the

tosconomy of these biota is inadequate and the ecological
and physiological studies of the plankton present in
polluted i/aters are greatly needed.

Therefore, if the

-79use of species as indicators of polluted './aters is to
indicate the need for iuprove.uent in the treatment of
industrial wastes and sewage which pollute the waters,
much more definitive studies of the biosa ;;:ust be made.
'fastes from industrial processes arc ..:any and
complex and many are toxic to ani.ials, plants and man.
The problems arising from the addition of these diverse
wastes to our water supplies often have far reaching
effects.

It is preferable to third: of our strca-'ns,

rivers, and crooks as something more than just the
avenues of transport for these noxious wastes.

Cften

our water resources influence the economic and social
well being of more people and accomplish more good tnan
byproducts of the mines or processing plants.

The distribution and periodicity oT al:;ae in
the upper 130 ni les of the Clarh fori: fiver drainage
v;as studied at four stations above the point of entrance
of pollutants from the Anaconda smelter and the city of
Anaconda;

at one above the point of entrance of those

from the copper nines at butte and the city of Butte;
at two stations just below the two above groups;

and

at six between the last two and the city of hissoula,
110 miles downstream.
air temperatures,

Determinations of the water and

the hydrogen-ion concentration and

that of carbonates and bicarbonates, free ICo, dissolved
Op and iron were made at each station.
The study of the periodicity and abundance of
algae at these stations showed that :
1.

Certain species, i.e., .tsterionclla gracilli. '.a.

Dinobryon diver-^ens. and Ulothri:: sonata show tolerance
to a wide range of clie;.:ical and physical factors.
2.

There was a pronounced decrease from the

relatively large number of species found at the stations
above the point of entrance of pollutants to ehat found
at stations i;mnediately below.
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3. The rev; spocî os Tcv.nci a>: the stations just
below the point of entrance of pollusanss n ere ::rch
wore abundant, v;ith two exceptions,

than those at tl.e

s tations ahove.
4.

There \/as a definite increase in the nuuber

of species found at the stations in the next thirty-f.;o
Slides downstreau fror.i those just below tlie point of
entrance of pollutants,
3.

fu.'~lena aracilis was found only at the

Grepson and h a m Sprinys stations, i/hich were those with
the highest degree of pollution;

and it

V7as

r.ore

abundant at the f o m e r which had tlie greater axount of
pollution.
6.

Stipeocloniuu'subsecunduu was found at ./ar.:

Springs and every station downstreai.i fror.i it.

It was

not found above the points where the first sewage enters
the drainage.
7.

The periodicity of the algae at each station

exhibited individual patterns.
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